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food and water. Some of the fruits which are without embryos
or which have dead embryos may be due to lack of pollination or
to abortion after fertilization and these are doomed to fall unless
there is development as seedless fruits. When there has been
proper setting of fruit the holding of fruit until maturity is no
doubt chiefly a matter of the influence of environmental and cul-
tural conditions.

METHODS OF INTERPLANTING
The simplest type of interplanting is that which includes one

A variety and one B variety. In such plantings, three arrange-
ments of the trees may be considered as follows:
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In 2a and 2b a vertical row is composed of only one variety and
in 2c the trees of each variety are in diagonal rows. In plan 2b
the two nearest trees are always of the same variety but there
are four of the reciprocating variety next in the line of the diag-
onals. In 2a each tree has two adjacent reciprocations in the
same lateral row. In the plan 2c each tree has for its four
nearest neighbors trees of the other variety, and this would
afford opportunity for the greatest number of reciprocations in
cross-pollination. In any such interplanting the two varieties
should be in flower together at least during a considerable part
of the season of bloom and neither should be decidedly alternate
in bearing.

An interplanting of only two varieties gives opportunity for
only one kind of cross-pollination. The nectar of the two varieties
concerned may be so different that cross-visits by insects may be
reduced in number or it is possible that there may be lack of
affinity in the processes of fertilization.

When four varieties, two of the A group and two of the B group,
are interplanted the arrangement that seems best is as follows:
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